“It wasn't until I attempted this cyber competition that I learned just how badly I want to succeed.”

- Student Player in the NCL

Join the NCL as a Faculty Coach and be the driving force that further prepares your students for success in the cybersecurity industry.

The National Cyber League (NCL) is a biannual cybersecurity competition.

Open to U.S. high school & college students, the competition consists of a series of challenges that allow students to demonstrate their ability to identify hackers from forensic data, pentest and audit vulnerable websites, recover from ransomware attacks, and more. NCL covers a wide variety of cyber skills with varying difficulty levels. Challenges start easy and get progressively harder. NCL is all about getting further each season.

Why Participate in the NCL?

- NCL help students become better cybersecurity professionals by identifying technical strengths and weakness, so students understand how to improve.

- Build student confidence by getting on-the-keyboard experience and applying their cybersecurity knowledge to solve real-world technical problems.

- The NCL Scouting Report is a powerful tool to present to employers to demonstrate technical skills when students apply for jobs or internships.

- Join a nation-wide community of more than 10,000 students annually from over 350 US colleges & universities that are participating in the NCL.

Help students realize their full potential

learn more: cyberskyline.com/events/ncl